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Sales Order Back to Back & Auto Allocate on GRN  

 

On a sales order there is a new tab called Back to Back. The tab displays all the sales order 

item lines with an Unallocated Qty. i.e. the items we don’t have in stock.  

If an item has a priority supplier then this would default in the supplier field. This is a pull 

down so you can pick another supplier. The “Filter Supplier” tick box switches between 

showing all suppliers and only showing suppliers setup in stock costing tab for this item.  

The “Show item lines” tick box will show all item lines on the sales order unallocated or not.  

The user can change the cost price. There is a button on the item to create a PO just for 

this item line or a user could tick multiple items and then use the Create PO button for 

selected button to create POs for all the items lines selected. If any item lines have the 

same supplier then they would be combined on the same PO.  

We know if the item line has already had a PO raised for it as the PO Code, PO Qty and PO 

Date will be filled in. If you wanted to create a new PO then you can delete the PO code and 

raise another.  

 

The PO that is created will have in the reference field the SO document code and Item line 

# if for 1 item line.  
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The GRN that’s created for the PO when the goods comes in carriers forward the SO code 

reference in reference 2.  

There is a new button on the GRN form called “Auto Allocate” which will open the Auto 

Allocate Routine form with a new GRN option chosen. This will display the linked SO item 

lines. The user just needs to click Auto Allocate to allocate the stock to the order.  
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The “Only Show Linked SO Item Line” tick box is to switch between only showing item lines 

on the GRN that are also on the linked SO and all SO item lines that have same items lines 

as the GRN. So a user can allocate it against the SO item line it was meant for or start to 

look at everyone that’s waiting for that item(s).  

 

  


